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LEXICAL VERSUSTRANSFORMATIONALPASSIVESIN MODERN GREEK'

CHRYSSOULALASCARATOU,IRENE PHILIPPAKI-WARBURTON

In what follows, Modern Greek (M.G.) passives are analysed to provide some additional
empirical evidence in support of Wasow's (1977) claim that the postulation of both transformational and lexical rules within EST is justified by the distinct functions fulfilled by these
two rule types2. Thus, on the basis of Wasow's distinguishing criteria, it will be argued that
M.G. be-passivesare adjectival and should, therefore, be lexically derived, whereas non-bepassivesrequire a transformational derivation.

Table I gives the first person singular of the M.G. verb paradigm in both the active
and passivevoice, as it appears in grammar books.

Table I
Thc vcrb yrdfo (write) in the active and passive

ASPECT

TMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE

TENSE

Non-Pasl

Past

ACTIVE

yrdfo

€yrafa

Non-Past

Past

yr6pso 6yrapsa

PASSIVE yr6fome yraf6muna Yraft6 yr6ftika

PERFECT
Non-Past

Past

6xo yrdpsi

ixa yr6psi

ixa yrafti I
6xo yrafti I
ime yram6nosl imunyram6nosJ

The inflectional endings of the forms in the second line of this table are not unique
to passives; they can also be found in the so-called deponent middle verbs, which
can be transitive with an active meaning. E.g.,

t

This paper was presented at the l5th Annual Meeting of the Societas Linguistica Europaea
(SLE) which was held in Athens from the 8th to the l lth of September 1982.
2
On the controversy between lexical vs transformational passivessee Freidin (1975), Bresnan
(1976) and Chomsky (l9Sl ll7-127). On M.G. passives see Tzartzanos (1936), Warburton
(1975), Lascaratou and Philippaki-Warburton (1981) and referencescited there.
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ery|zome.
work-I
(I work.)

jdni.
0imdme
to
remember-I the-acc. John-acc.
(I remember John.)

Furthermore, the passive forms of active transitive verbs mav be used with a reflexive or reciprocal meaning. E.g.,
(3) dinome.
dress-I myself
(I dress myself.)
(4)

ayapjfnde.
love-they each other
(They love each other.)

We will not deal here with the semantic or structural connections between the
passive and the middle voice. We will, instead, restrict our discussion to the passive
forms of those verbs which exhibit both an active transitive and a passive intransitive paradigm, such as the verb yrdfo given above.
The first thing to note, when one compares the active with the passive sets of
forms, is that there is no one-to-one parallelism between them. Specifically, although
the passive paradigm exhibits the same oppositions of tense and aspect as those
found in the active, the passive has two forms for the perfect and pluperfect, while the
active has only one form for each of these tenses. Thus, in exact agreement with
the 6xo (have) perfect of the active, the passive has a form consisting of the auxiliary 6xo plus an infinitival form based on the perfective aspect stem. In addition to
this perfect form, the passive has an ime (be) plus perfect participle form. The two
perfects, which we will refer to as the have-and the be- passives, are presented in the
grammar books as alternative expressions of the same set of features inside the inflectional paradigm.
The question which we would like to examine is the character of the relation between be- and have- passives. In other words, are these two types of perfect passive
two alternants of the same derivational process, or are they the products of two different processes?
Our discussion will be carried out in the light of the theoretical distinction between
syntactic (transformational) and lexical passives, which was first made by Wasow
(1977)and which has been adopted by Chomsky (1981).
The most obvious answer to our question about the relationship between be-and
have- passives is that the latter constitute the perfect of the syntactic passive, which
includes all the other tenses,while De-passivesare periphrases using a lexically derived
participle and they are not part of this inflectional paradigm. In other words, Depassives, on the one hand, are the outcome of a lexical derivation, whereas
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have-passives,together with all the other non-be-passives, are the product of a
syntactic derivation.
If we can show this to be the case, we will have presented further evidence from
yet another language to support, and thus reinforce, the theoretical distinction of
syntactic vs lexical passives,which has been shown to be valid in English (Wasow
(1977),Chomsky (1981) and Russian (Babby & Brecht (1975)),among others.
As Triantafyllidis (1941:374) has pointed out, the so-called passive participles
involved in the De-forms of the perfect behave very much like adjectives. The adjectival character of these participles is revealed in several ways. Thus, like adjectives,
(i) they can occur in prenominal position to modify nouns; e.9.,

6na
a-nom.

ksexazm6no
forgotten-nom.
aniym6no
opened-nom.

buk6li
bottle-nom.

(5)
to
the-nom.

itan
was

(t+r'l

krasjf
wine-gen.

tu
the-gen.

aEjazm6no
emptied-nom.
zoyrafrzmtno
painted-nom.
pdno
on
forgotten
opened
emptied
painted

sto
to-the-acc.

traP6zi.
table-acc.

\
wine-bottle was on the table.

)

/I

(ii) they may be used in the comparative and superlativedegree;e.9.,
j:inis
kurazm6nos
o
ine pjo
is more
theJohn
tired
nom.
nom.
nom.
(John is more tired than me.)
jrinis
pjo
b. o
ine
o
is themost
the- Johnnom. nom.
nom
(John is the most displeasedof all.)

(6) a.

apd
than

m6na.
me-acc.

8isarestim6nos
displeasednom.

(iii) they can bc conjoincd with true adjcctivcs;c.g.,
(7) a.

o
andr6as ine 6rostos
the- Andrew- is
illnom. nom.
nom.
(Andrew is ill and upset.)

ke
and

eknevrizm6nos.
upset-nom.

ap
of

6lus.
all-acc.

t02
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o
andr6as ine pjo eknevrizm6nos
the- Andrew- is more
upset-nom.
nom. nom.
(Andrew is more upset than ill.)

pari
than

6rostos.
ill-nom.

(iv) they can occur as AP complements with such verbs as finome (appear), mjdzo
(look), 6fxno (seem), akiyome (sound) and paramino (remain); e.g.,

(8)

o
the-nom.

mix6lis
Michael-nom.

f6nete
appears

6ksipnos.
intelligent-nom.

mjizi
looks

evjenik6s.
polite-nom.

6ixni
SCCMS

apoyoitevm6nos.
disappointed-nom.

akdjete
sounds

en0usiazm6nos.
delighted.nom.

param6ni
remains

6isarestim6nos.
displeased-nom.

appears
looks
seems
sounds
remains

intelligent. \
polite.
\
disappointed.
I
delighted.
I
displeased. /

t,*".,

The evidenceprovided by the (5) to (8) examples clearly shows that M.G. passive
participles must be analysed as adjectives. According to Wasow's analysis, these participles can only be lexically derived, since Criterion 2does not allow transformations
to change grammatical categories.
Further evidence for considering passive participles as adjectives is provided by
Tzartzanos (1946:250),who notes that the NP denoting the agent is often prefixed to
the passive,only if the latter occurs in th'e form of the passive participle. Compare, for
example:

(e)
but not

a.
b.
c.

iljomavrizm6nos (suntanned)
*iliomavrizo
(suntan-I)
*iliomavrizome (get-I suntanned)

but not

a.
b.
c.

astrapokam6nos (burnt by lightning)
*astrapok6yo
(burn-I by lightnin!)
*astrapok6yome (get-I burnt by lightning)

( l0)
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a.
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sarakofayom6nos(eatenup by wood-worm)

butnot
I ffff,ffi'". [:::l:#Jffi,],lil'--"',

The passive participles of the above examples exhibit a morphological complexity
which does not occur in either the active verb forms or the rest of the passive
paradigm. According to Wasow, such morphologically complex participles must be
lexically derived, since a syntactic derivation would presuppose the existenceof a
corresponding active verb form.
Some interesting evidence in support of our argument that M.G. passive participles should be lexically derived is provided by the distribution of the prefix pdra-,
meaning'in excess'.
This prefix is freely attached to active verbs. E.g.,

(t2)

a.

(l3)

a. (Monolectic form)

paraeknevrtzese
xoris
l6yo.
reason-acc.
over-get-you upset
without
(You get too upset for no reason.)
b. (Hove prefixed)
paradxis
ldyo.
eknevristi
xoris
reason-acc.
over-have-you got upset without
(You have got too upset for no reason.)
c. (Infinitival prefixed)
paraeknevristi
xoris
ldyo.
6xis
have-you over-got upsbt without reason-acc.
(You have got too upset for no reason.)

( 14)

a. (Monolectic form)

paratrdvikse
i
istoria.
afti
lasted-it too long this-nom.
the-nom. affair-nom.
(This affair has lasted too long.)
b.
paral4s.
ta
them-acc.
say-you in excess
(You exaggerate.)
In the passive, pdra- gets freely prefixed to monolectic forms and to haveforms. E.g.,

paraen9usitistike me
kal6
n6a.
ta
over-got-(s)he with the-acc. good-acc.news-acc.
delighted
((S)he got too delighted with the good news.)
b. (Have prefixed)
poraixi
enOusiasti me ta
kal6
n6a.
got denewsover-haswith the- good(s)he
lighted
acc. acc.
acc.
((S)he has got too delighted with the good news.)
paraen9usiastf me ta kal6 nfla.
c. (Infinitival prefixed)
6xi
has-(s)he
over-got
with the- good- newsdelighted
acc. acc. acc.
((S)he has got too delighted with the good news.)

As we can see. in the case of have-passivesthe prefix pdra- gets attached to either
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of the two verbal elements (small v in Chomsky's terminology), i.e. the auxiliary
6xo or the infinitival, which belongs to the passive inflectional paradigrn.
With be-passives, however, pdra- shows a strong preference to getting prefixed
to the be- form rather than the passive participle. Thus, we can say,
a. (beprefixed)

(15)

but not

b. *(Participle prefixed)

parafse
eknevrizm6ni.
upset
over-are-you
(You are too upset.)
paraeknevrizmini.
ise
are-you
over-upset

Equally, we can say
a. (beprefixed)

(16)

but not

,b.

.

*(Participle prefixed)

paraine
en0usiazm6nos.
delighted
over-is-(s)he
((S)he is too delighted.)
paraen9usiazminos.
ine
is-(s)he
over-delighted

In some cases, however, pdra- may be prefixed to either the be form or the
participle. 8.g.,
(17)

a. paraine fortom6nos / ine parafortom4nos.
(He is over-loaded.)
b. paraine zalizmlni / ine parazalizmini.
(She is too dizzy.)
c. paratne vrazm6no / ine paravrazmino.
(It is over-boiled.)
Given that pdra- does not get prefixed to true adjectives, it follows that the
strong preference of this prefix for getting attached to the De element rather than
the passive participle lends additional suppoft to the claim that passive participles
are adjectives. The following examples show that pdra- treats participles like adjectives. Compare,
( 18)

paraine
psil6s.
over-is-he
tall-nom.
(He is too tall.)
but not b. *ine
parapsilds.
is-he
over-tall-nom.

(19)

paralse
evjenikds.
polite-nom.
over-are-you
(You are too polite.)
*ise
paraevjenikds.
but not b.
are-you
over-polite-nom-

(20)

a.

a.

a-

parafne
apoyoitevm6nos.
over-is-he
disappointed-nom.
(He is too disappointed.)
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but not

b.

*ine
is-he

(2t)

a.
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paraopoyoitevmino*
over-disappointed-nom.

6isarestim6ni

para{ne

over-is-she displeased-nom.
(She is too displeased.)
b. *ine
paradisarestimini.
is-she
over-displeased

but not

What has been said about the distribution of ptira- shows that this prefix differentiates verbs from adjectives. It can accompany the former but not the latter,
and in this way it dissociates passive participles from the verbs and associatesthem
with the adjectives.
Further evidence for the lexical (adjectival) character of M.G. passive participles
is provided by the fact that manner adverbials ending in the typical (-a) suffix of
adverbials can be formed from the neuter gender of passive participles. For example,
taraTmEna.
in an upset manner.
(22)

i
thenom.

pavlina
Paulinenom.

(

,"r,,n.

ton
kitakse
apelpizm6na.
him-acc. looked-she
desperately

looked at him in a(n)

apoyoitevm6na.
in a disappointed manner.
upset
I
desperate
I manner.
disappointed I

Here, Wasow's Criterion 4 entails that the rule deriving M.G. passive participles
cannot be transformational, since it feeds a lexical rule, namely, the rule of adverb
formation.
Another very strong argument for lexically deriving passive participles is the fact
that many such participles are derived from active verbs which have no other passive forms. Most of these verbs are intransitive and their participles usually denote
some natural, physical or mental state (Triantafyllidis l94l:374 and Tzartzanos
1946:330-331).
E.9.,
(23)

a. an9izo (bloom)
b. jern6 (grow old, age)
c. 6akrizo (weep)
d. 6ips6 (be thirsty)
e. taksi8evo (travel)
f. peOeno(die)
g. pay6no (freeze)
h. i8rdno (sweat)

-+
-+
-.
+
+
+
+

an0izm6nos(blooming)
jerazm6nos (aged)
6akrizm6nos (weeping)
6ipsazm6nos(thirsty)
taksiDemEnos(one who has travelled a lot)
pe0am6nos(clead)
payom6nos (frozen)
i6rom6nos (sweating)

t06
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If these participles were transformationally derived from the active verbs, we
would need some ad hoc device to block the generation of all the other passive
forms. Besides, s\rch a syntactic derivation would require that the active verbs were
transitive, which is not true of most of these verbs. All these problems are eliminated, if the participles are analysed as adjectives, in which case it follows from Wasow's Criterion 2that they can only be lexically derived.
Let us now turn to the non-be-passives.Obviously, we do not have to 'prove'
that M.G. non-be-passivesare verbs, since they clearly have all the inflectional
characteristicsof verbs. What, however, interestsour discussionis to show that they
must be transformationally (i.e. syntactically) derived.
The necessaryjustification for transformationally deriving non-be-passivesis given by Wasow's Criterion 4, which entails that 'if transformation T feeds rule A,
then A cannot be a lexical rule' (Wasow, 1977:330). Therefore, all we need is a
passive construc&ion which will presuppose the application of some other transformational rule. Such a construction is the passive of derived (i.e. not basic) direct
objects. Chomsky (1981: ll8), following Wasow (1977), argues that '...syntactic
passivesare not restricted to direct objects of verbs...'
In what follows we will show that the passive construction of derived direct
objects can also be used in M.G. as a distinguishing criterion which naturally divides De-passivesas lexical, and non-be-passives,i.e. monolectic and have-passives,as
syntactic ones.
As it has been argued by Philippaki-Warburton ( 1979) and (1982), there is a
Subject-to-Object Raising rule in M.G. (See also Joseph (1976).and Kakouriotis
(1980).) The effect of this rule is to move the subject NP of a complement clause,
after a certain class of main verbs, to direct object fosition of the higher verb. For
example,
(24)

ipolojizo dti
i
0a teljd'sun sindoma.
eryasies
estimate-I that the-nom. works-nom. will finish-thev
soon
(I estfmatethat the works will finish soon.)

(25')

ipolojizo
tis
eryasies
dti
0a teljdsun sindoma.
estimate-I the-acc. works-acc. that will finish-they
soon
(I estimatethe,works that they will finish soon.)

Now if this raised and, therefore, derived object of sentence (25) can be promoted to main clause subject position via the NP Preposing rule involved in the derivation of passive sentences,we must conclude that the Passive involves a transformational rule and not a lexical one. As a matter of fact, sentence(26) is the passive of (25):
(26)

i
eryasies
dti
ipoloj{zonde
the-nom. works-nom. are-estimated-they that
(The works are estimated to finish soon.)

0a teljdsun
sindoma.
will finish-they
soon

In (26) the verb is in the monolectic present imperfective passive form. In this
environment, all other monolectic forms as well as the have-passivescan occur.
E.g..
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(27)

6ti
i
eryasies
ipolojistikan
the-nom. works-nom. were-estimated-they that
(The works were estimatedto finish soon).

(28)

i
thenom.
(The
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0a teljdsun
sindoma.
will finish-they
soon.

sindoma.
soon

6ti
0a
teljdsun
eryasies
ipolojist{
6xun
that will
finishw6rkshavebeennom.
they
they estimated
works have been estimated to finish soon).

Our analysis of M.G. passive participles as lexically derived deverbal adjectives,
on the one hand, and non-be-passivesas transformationally derived structures, on
the other, predicts that be-passivesshould not appear in the syntactic environment
which requires a transformational passive derivation. The following examples show
that our prediction is borne out. Thus, the non-be-passivesare perfectly grammatical, whereas the De-passivesare starred as ungrammatical. We can say

(2e\

/
ipolojizonde
are-estimated-they /

ixun
have-they

ipolojisti
been-estimated

provl4ponde
are-forseen-they

/
/

dxun
have-they

provle/Of
been-forseen

the-nom. works-nom. apokalfptonde
/
are-revealed-they /

ixun
have-they

apokali/Oi
been-revealed

dxun
have-they

\iapsefstf
been-denied

i

erYasles

\japsdv\onde
are-denied-they

/
/

oti
0a teljdsun sindoma.
that will finish+hey soon.

The works arelhave been

estimated
forseen
revealed
denied

to finish soon.

but not
I
(30)

*i eryasies ine

ipolojizmdnes
*Provle...

|
lapokalimdnes
l|japsevzmdnes

6ti 0a telj6sun sindoma.

We have, therefore, shown that the passive construction of derived direct objects
can also be applied to M.G. passives as a criterion for distinguishing lexically from
transformationally derived passives. Thus, monolectic and, have-passivesare transformational because the rule deriving them may be fed by the Subject-to-Object
Raising Transformation, whereas De-passivesare lexical, because they cannot be fed
bv anv Transformation.
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In the above discussion, we have presented a series of arguments, most of which
are comparable to those used by Wasow, which led us to the conclusion that the
distinction between lexical and transformational passives is also valid in Modern
Greek. This in turn provides further support for the theoretical significance of the
formal differentiation between two types of passive. In addition to this, we were
able to provide two arguments which apply specifically to Modern Greek leading
to the same conclusion, and, thus, we have also reinforced somewhat the validity
of the standard criteria used for this theoretical position.
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